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Abstract—In this paper, we explore the influence of COVID-19
related content in tweets on their spreadability. The experiment is
performed in two steps on the dataset of tweets in the Croatian
language posted during the COVID-19 pandemics. In the first
step, we train a feedforward neural network model to predict if
a tweet is highly-spreadable or not. The trained model achieves
62.5% accuracy on the binary classification problem. In the
second step, we use this model in a set of experiments for pre-
dicting the average spreadability of tweets. In these experiments,
we separate the original dataset into two disjoint subsets: one
composed of tweets filtered using COVID-19 related keywords
and the other that contains the rest of the tweets. Additionally,
we modified these two subsets by adding and removing tokens
into tweets and thus making them artificially COVID-19 related
or not related. Our preliminary results indicate that tweets that
are semantically related to COVID-19 have on average higher
spreadability than the tweets that are not semantically related to
COVID-19.

Keywords—information spreading; neural networks; NLP; Twit-
ter; COVID-19

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media accelerates information spreading and may
cause an infodemic, especially during a crisis. As stated by the
World Health Organization (WHO), the COVID-19 outbreak
culminated with a massive infodemic, which is potentially
dangerous because it makes it difficult for individuals to find
reliable sources of information when they need it [1], [2].
In the context of infodemic, exploring information spreading
plays an important role and may improve various aspects of
crisis communication. Additionally, understanding information
spreading patterns is the first step towards fake news detection.

As the highly popular and used online social network,
Twitter is one of the most studied networks in the domain of
natural language processing (NLP) and social network analysis
(SNA) in general. There is a variety of tasks that ranges
from tweet classification [3], [4], fake news detection [5], [6],
sentiment analysis [7], [8] to hate speech detection [9], etc.
Many of these studies deal with information spreading, link
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prediction, virality prediction, and other similar tasks [10]–
[12].

Since retweeting is the key mechanism for information
spreading on Twitter, retweet prediction has been the focus
of many research that deal with information spreading. There
is a large number of published papers that propose approaches
for retweet prediction based on various features that may have
an influence on retweeting. For example, Zhang et al. [13]
use three sets of features: the author information, content
information, and user interests, while in [14] authors consider
features related to the time interval of retweets and the location
of users in information cascades. In [15], authors study retweet
cascades and try to predict cascade size at the exact mo-
ment of time. Some other approaches combine various man-
ually constructed features, such as linguistic features, users’
personal information, temporal features, etc. Recently, deep
learning approaches have been used to automatically learn
optimal features. In [16] authors propose a novel attention-
based deep neural network to incorporate contextual and social
information for the prediction of retweeting. According to
recent studies, deep learning seems to be the most promising
approach for information spreading prediction tasks.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, a lot of researchers have
analyzed various aspects of tweets related to the coronavirus.
Most of the research is dedicated to the infodemic and infor-
mation spreading [17]–[20], while some studies are focused
on the tasks of fake news detection [21], [22] and sentiment
analysis [23], [24]. One important research in that domain
is the study conducted by Cinelli et al. which addresses the
problem of COVID-19 infodemic in social media [17]. Au-
thors analyzed COVID-19 information spreading on Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube, Reddit, and Gab. They fitted information
spreading with epidemic models and determine the basic
reproduction number for each social media platform. They
show that there are no substantial differences between fake and
true news spreading, only that the amount of fake news varies
across platforms. In another similar study [18], authors analyze
the Korean COVID-19 related Twitter dataset collected on
February 29, 2020. Their results indicate that the spread of
information was faster in the coronavirus network than in the
other networks.



This study aims to explore the influence of COVID-19
content in Croatian tweets on their spreadability. Hence, we are
focused on retweet prediction based only on the tweet content.
In our approach, we use neural network embeddings for text
representation [25]. In the first part of the experiment, we
collect the dataset (cro-tw) of tweets in the Croatian language
posted during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic. For
the purpose of the second part of the experiment, we divide
the cro-tw dataset into two disjoint subsets: (i) cro-CoV-tw
- dataset that contains COVID-19 related tweets and (ii) cro-
noCoV-tw - dataset that contains tweets not related to COVID-
19. Further, we train a feedforward neural network model to
predict if a tweet is highly spreadable. This task is framed as
a classification task with two classes: low spreadability and
high spreadability. We define the spreadability factor as the
retweet count normalized by the number of followers. In the
second part of the experiment, the trained model is used to
perform predictions on different variants and modifications of
the cro-CoV-tw and cro-noCoV-tw datasets in order to explore
the influence of COVID-19 related words on the predicted
spreadability of tweets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we describe the dataset and the training procedure. In
the third section, we present the experimental setup in which
we analyze spreadability and report the results. The last section
is concluded with a discussion of the results and future work.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We train a feedforward neural network on a dataset of
Croatian tweets to predict the spreadability of each tweet.

A. Training Dataset

The Twitter dataset we use for training is collected from
Croatian accounts. The tweets are in the Croatian language
and posted from 01.01.2020. to 15.01.2021.

Dataset preprocessing:

• All letters are transformed to lowercase letters.
• Tweets in the Croatian language are filtered by checking

if they contain at least one of the characters: č, ć, ž, š,
or d̄.

• Twitter links are removed from the tweets.
• Special characters are removed.
• Tweets with zero retweets are removed.

Tweets with zero retweets are removed because such tweets
introduce noise into the model and because such tweets are
less interesting from the perspective of information spreading.

The final dataset has 93,587 tweets. The tweets are vec-
torized by averaging token embeddings extracted from the
CLARIN.SI-embed.hr dataset [26] (i.e., centroid calculation
as described in [27], [28]). The embeddings in the dataset are
based on the fastText skip-gram model [29]. Of the 93,587
tweets, 143 have no tokens found in the embeddings. Among
the rest of the tweets, 93.8% of tokens have embeddings.
Further details about the dataset can be seen in Table I.

TABLE I: Dataset statistics

cro-tw cro-CoV-tw cro-noCoV-tw

Number of tweets 93,444 9,050 84,394
Number of words 2,118,622 261,974 1,856,648
Number of unique words 187,678 38,276 178,578
Average number of words 22.67 28.95 22.00
Average number of retweets 2.794 2.853 2.788

B. Training Procedure

As the retweet count for each tweet depends on the number
of followers the account has, we calculate the spreading
factor by normalizing the number of retweets by dividing it
by the number of followers. Further, the normalized value
is passed through the log function (spreadingFactor =
log(retweets/followers+1)). Fig. 1 and 2 show histograms
of the retweet count and the spreading factor.

After ordering the tweets by the spreading factor, two
classes are made by dividing the tweets into two equally
large sets (one with lower spreading factor and the other with
higher spreading factor). The value of the spreading factor that
borders the two classes is 0.0016.

Figure 1: Histogram of the number of retweets each tweet has

We train a sequential neural network (in Keras) to classify
the tweets into one of the two classes defined above.

The neural network’s architecture is as follows:
• The input vector’s length is 100.
• The first hidden layer has 100 nodes with linear activa-

tion.
• The next seven layers have 256, 128, 64, 32, 15, 8,

and 4 nodes. These layers use rectified linear activation
function. They are regularized with the L2 regularization
technique.

• The last layer has one node with sigmoid as its activation
function.

• Optimizer used for training is Adam with binary cross-
entropy loss function.



Figure 2: Histogram of the calculated spreading factors on a
logarithmic scale

C. Evaluations

To evaluate the model we use 10% of the dataset (while the
other 90% is used for training). It achieves 62.5% accuracy.

Fig. 3 shows the model’s accuracy by comparing its pre-
dicted values with the true values. The predicted and true
classes (which are denoted with zero for low spreadability and
with one for high spreadability) are averaged by seven days
and plotted through time.

Figure 3: Comparison between true and predicted tweets’
spreading factor, averaged by seven days (showing the model’s
performance). X-axis is time (aggregated by seven days), and
Y-axis is the average class (which is zero for low spreadability
and one for high spreadability) of all the tweets in the seven
day window

III. RESULTS

To explore the influence of COVID-19 related words in a
tweet on its spreadability, we perform predictions with our
model on seven subsets of the dataset. The main value used
for the comparison is the number of tweets (and the relevant
percentage) that our model classifies as highly-spreadable.

As our model is trained to predict the spreadability only
from a tweet’s text, any changes to the textual content of a
tweet greatly influence the predicted class.

A. Setup

We use two lists of key tokens related to the COVID-19
pandemic (strong key tokens, Table II, and weak key tokens,
Table III). Both lists are used when filtering tweets related to
COVID-19. To detect if a tweet is related to COVID-19, the
occurrence of only one token from the strong list is enough,
but at least two occurrences are needed from the weak list.
When removing words related to COVID-19 (to create the
subsets of the dataset used in the experiments below), only
the strong list is used.

TABLE II: The strong key tokens

Token Word (Eng.)

korona corona
virus virus
covid covid
kovid covid
karant quarantine
izolac isolation
ostanidoma stayhome
ostanimodoma stayhome
slusajstruku listenprofession
slušajstruku listenprofession
ostanimoodgovorni stayresponsible

TABLE III: The weak key tokens

Token Word (Eng.)

stožer headquarters
dezinf disinfection
epide epidemic
pandem pandemic
odgovorni responsible
hzjz HZJZ
infekc infection
inkubacij incubation
mask mask
bolnic hospital
doktor doctor
ljuskav pangolin
terapij therapy
patoge pathogens
mjer measure
dijagnost diagnose
obrana defense
rad od work from
ostanimo stay
doma home
kući home
respir respirator
samoizol self-isolation

Token Word (Eng.)

virol virology
distanc distance
zaraz infection
vizir visor
sars SARS
who WHO
lockd lockdown
simpto symptom
alemka Alemka
markoti Markoti
vili Vili
beroš Beroš
beros Beroš
capak Capak
prosvjed protest
šveds Sweden
festival festival
slobode freedom
ostani stay
struk profession
liječ treat
starač nursing
dom home

The seven subsets of the datasets we experiment on are:



• the whole dataset of all collected tweets: cro-tw;
• the subset of tweets that are related to COVID-19: cro-

CoV-tw;
• modification of cro-CoV-tw by removing strong key

tokens related to COVID-19: cro-CoV-tw-remTok;
• modification of the cro-CoV-tw by removing random

words: cro-CoV-tw-remRnd;
• tweets that are not related to COVID-19: cro-noCoV-tw;
• modification of cro-noCoV-tw by adding the word ("ko-

ronavirus", eng. coronavirus): cro-noCoV-tw-addCov;
• modification of cro-noCoV-tw by adding a random word:

cro-noCoV-tw-addRnd.

B. Results

The spreadability prediction results for all the seven subsets
of the dataset are shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV: Spreadability prediction results for all the seven
subsets of the dataset. #Total is the total number of tweets in
each subset, #Spreading is the number of tweets classified as
highly-spreadable, and %Spreading is the percentage of tweets
that are classified as highly-spreadable

#Total #Spreading %Spreading

cro-tw 93,444 40,498 43.3%

cro-noCoV-tw 84,394 33,707 39.9%
cro-noCoV-tw-addCov 84,394 47,818 56.7%
cro-noCoV-tw-addRnd 84,394 33,394 39.6%

cro-CoV-tw 9,050 6,791 75.0%
cro-CoV-tw-remTok 9,050 6,424 71.0%
cro-CoV-tw-remRnd 9,050 6,743 74.5%

Tweets in the subset cro-noCoV-tw have a lower percentage
of highly-spreadable tweets (39.9%) than the subset cro-tw
(43.3%). After artificially adding COVID-19 context to every
tweet in the subset cro-noCoV-tw, the resultant subset cro-
noCoV-tw-addCov has a higher percentage at 56.7%, which
would suggest that the COVID-19 context makes a tweet more
spreadable.

To further test the hypothesis that the COVID-19 context
increases the predicted spreadability of a tweet, we add a
random word to each of the tweets in the subset cro-noCoV-
tw, instead of the word related to COVID-19. At 39.6%, the
resultant subset cro-noCoV-tw-addRnd has a similar percent-
age of highly-spreadable tweets as the subset cro-noCoV-tw,
as would be expected if the hypothesis is correct.

In contrast to the subset cro-noCoV-tw that has 39.9%
highly-spreadable tweets, 75.0% of the tweets in the subset
cro-CoV-tw are highly-spreadable. From the subset cro-CoV-
tw, strong key tokens related to COVID-19 are removed,
which produces the subset cro-CoV-tw-remTok. 71.0% of
the tweets in the new subset are highly-spreadable, agreeing
with the hypothesis, as the percentage is lower after removal
of the strong key tokens related to COVID-19. Predicted
spreadability is high even after key token removal, suggesting
that there is more to the COVID-19 context than the key tokens
related to COVID-19.

To test if the removal of words in general is responsible
for the decrease in the percentage of highly-spreadable tweets
(instead of specifically the removal of key tokens related to
COVID-19), we create one more subset cro-CoV-tw-remRnd.
In the new subset, we remove the same number of words as is
removed in the subset cro-CoV-tw-remTok, but the words are
chosen randomly. The resultant percentage is 74.5%, which is
close to the percentage of the subset cro-CoV-tw.

We further test the influence of additional words (other than
"koronavirus") on the predicted spreadability of tweets. The
results are shown in Table V.

TABLE V: Spreadability prediction results for the subset cro-
noCoV-tw with added words

Word (Cro.) Word (Eng.) %Spreading

koronavirus coronavirus 56.7%
mjere measures 51.8%
zaraženi infected 51.7%
virus virus 50.0%
stožer headquarters 49.3%
izbori elections 48.7%
broj number 47.2%
vlada government 45.8%
cjepivo vaccine 43.9%
karantenta quarantine 40.0%

None 39.9%

danas today 38.9%
dijete child 38.4%
hrana food 36.6%
hrvatska croatia 36.5%
kuća house 35.6%
turizam tourism 34.8%
maska mask 32.0%
politika politics 31.8%
auto car 29.6%
muzika music 29.4%

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our model proved its ability to predict a tweet’s spreadabil-
ity only from its text with a 62.5% accuracy on the binary
classification problem, which could be further improved with
a better embedding method and model.

COVID-19 context seems to be a large influence on a
tweet’s spreadability. By training a model on more text related
to COVID-19 we will be able to explore in more detail the
nature of its influence in social networks.

In future work, we plan to use BERT [30] for embedding
instead of the fastText embeddings we used in this paper.
We plan to fine-tune BERT with texts related to COVID-19
and continue analyzing different aspects of COVID-19 related
communication in Croatian social media.

With embeddings, it is possible to produce helpful visual-
izations of the text space, which we plan to use with BERT
on COVID-19 texts for exploration.
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